
 

AVOID COTTON:

Wear light-weight breathable 
fabrics when exercising to help

sweat evaporate quickly keeping
your body cool

THE RIGHT SOCKS:
Synthetic fabric offer durability

& provide cushioning & comfort. 
High cut socks prevent chafing

THE RIGHT FIT: 

Wear clothes that fit
you properly, are

comfortable and let
you move easily

CHOOSINGCHOOSING
YOUR GEARYOUR GEAR

CHOOSING FOR YOUR ACTIVITY:

Choose clothes that work with your
workout. Loose shorts are perfect for

basketball, but maybe not for yoga

FOOTWEAR:
Choose the correct shoes that are made for
the type of physical activity you want to do

THINK LAYERS: 

In cold weather,
wear layers, such as
a jacket or top over a

t-shirt, so you can
take off layers as

you warm up
 

 If something
doesn’t feel right

for you, it’s
probably not. 

FEEL CONFIDENT: 

 Wear items that 
make you feel good!



CHOOSINGCHOOSING
YOUR SHOESYOUR SHOES

SHOP AT A SPECIALITY STORE 

Shoes should provide proper
support for walking, exercise

or sport activity

Comfort is key! Make sure they
fit your feet properly

Choose a 1/2 size bigger than
normal or a thumb sized

amount of space in the toe

Replace shoes when they start 
to show visible wear

Ask a professional to find the right shoe
that supports your feet and walking style:

Test your shoe with the socks
you intend to use

TRY THE FLEX-TEST

Toe bends back without being too stiff

CHOOSE A GREAT DESIGN

but don't compromise on suitability

Look for shoes with flat, non-skid soles, 
good heel support, enough room for your toes
and a cushioned arch that’s not too high or too

thick



CHOOSINGCHOOSING
YOURYOUR

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

CHANGE WITH THE SEASONS: Modify your clothing to suit the
climate and time of day. Wear layers in colder weather

EAR PHONES: Use wireless headphones which are sweat
resistant to boost your workout and get your step count up 

POUCH OR BELT: Carry your phone, keys & snacks in a belt or
pouch that sits comfortably around your waist with no bounce

REFLECTIVE ITEMS: Be seen on the road by wearing a reflective
vest, Clip-on LED’s or headlamps. Walk safely! 

HEAD GEAR: Choose a breathable cap or non-slip sweatband
when walking or exercising to avoid sweat getting in your eyes 

 PROTECT YOURSELF: Wear a sweat resistant sunscreen &
polarised sunglasses to protect yourself from the environment


